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The Emergence of the Unmarked Order in Hindi-

1. Introduction 

HanjungLee 

Stanford University 

One of the most challenging aspects of the analysis of 'free word order languagcs' like 
German, Hindi and Korean lies in motivating various possible constituent orders. In many 
of these free word order languages, it is also not uncommon to find fixed word order 
phenomena. But to date no general theory has been proposed to explain both the freedom 
of word order and the loss of the word order freedom of constituents, referred to as 
freezjng (Mohanan 1992; Mohanan and Mobanan 1994). 

'This paper presents an Optimality Theory (aT: Prince and Smolensky 1993) 
account of word order in Hindi that can account for both the free ordering and fixed 
ordering of constituents. I propose that the or theory of markedness provides a 
fundamental explanation for why the canonical word order becomes fixed in certain 
circumstances of marked associations of prominence scales. In particular, harmonic 
alignment of prominence hierarchies and local conjunction of constraints (Prince and 
Smolensky 1993; Smolensky 1995; Aissen 1999) offer exactly the formal devices needed 
to capture the marked associations of grammatical function, thematic role, and discourse 
functions of arguments which underlie 'the woest of the worst' type of freezing. 

2. Word Order Freezing in a Free Word Order Language 

2.1 Basic Clause Structure 

Hindi is a right-headed language with SOY canonical order. However, unlike Japanese and 
Korean, the surface order of elements is not strictly bead-final. The possible pennutations 
of a simple Hindi sentence are shown in (1). The three elements in the sentence can appear 
in any order. The various possible orders have a primarily pragmatic effect in that they ;ue 

. I would like 10 Ihank l oan Bresnan, Peter Sells for very useful comments, insights am 
suggestions on earlier versions of this paper. Thanks also to to Devyani Sharma for helpful discussions of 
the Hindi data and many points of Hindi grammar. I alone am respol15ible for remaining errors. The present 
version is based upon work supported by Ihe National Science Foundation under Grant No. BCS-98180n. 
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(1) 
a. 

b. 
c. 
d. 
c. 
f. 

Free Word Order in Hindi 
Anu-oe caand 
Anu-ERG moon-NOM 
• Ann saw the moon.' 
Caand Ano-ne dek.baa. 
Ann-ne delC'aa caand 
Caand deiC'aa Anu-ne. 
Dek"aa Anu-ne caand. 
Dek"aa caand Anu-ne. 

Hanjung Lee 

dek'aa. 
seellook at-PERF1,1 

Hindi js discourse configurational in that discourse functions are encoded syntactically and 
thus affect word order (Kiss 1994). Following Butt and King (1996) and Sbarma (1999), I 
assume that in Hindi topics occur clause initially in a position which is situated above the 
canonical argument positions. In particular, a topicalized constituent is assumed to be 
licensed in SpecIP (cf. King (1995) for Russian; Dwivedi (1994), Mohanan and Mobanan 
(1994) and Sharma (1999) for Hindi). In sentences like those in (lb) and (ld) in which an 
object is lopicalized, its appearance in SpecIP results in non-canonical word order in which 
the object precedes the subject On the other hand, sentences such as (I a). in which the 
subject is in initial position, can have two structures: one in which the subject is a topiC and 
hence in SpecIP, and one in which the subject is not in SpecIP and hence is not interpreted 
as a topic. 

Aside from topic, the two most commonly employed discourse functions in Hindi 
are focus and postposed background. 1be major function of focus is to provide new 
information relevant for the discourse structure. If there is only one focused constituent in 
the sentence, then it must appear immediately preverbally, in panicuIar in SpecVP (Butt and 
King 1996; Sharma 1999a). This is illustrated in (2). 

(2) Focus in Hindi 
a. Niina-ne Mohan-ko [tofii]roc d-ii, 

Nuna-ERG Mohan-OAT toffee-NOM give-PERF 
'Nina gave TOFFEE to Mohan.' 

b. #Niina-ne [Mohan-ko]Foctofii d-ii. 
Nina-ERG Mohan-OAT toffee-NOM give-PERF 
'Nina gave toffee to MOHAN.' 

Based on this correlation between word order and discourse function interpretation, I 
assume that the basic clause structure is flat, with discourse neutral arguments under S. 
Like most discourse configurational languages. Hindi employes endocentric configurations 
but only to express discourse: iofonnation (see Shanna (1999) for extensive discussion of 
evidence for this view). 

I The abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: Ace 'accusative', ADI 'adjunct', BCK 

'backgrouoo', CAUS 'causality', OAT 'dative', ERG 'ergative'. FOe 'focus', A1T 'future', GEN 'genitive', INST 
'instrumenta]'. LOC 'locative', NF 'non-finite', NOM 'nominative', OBI 'object'. OBL 'oblique'. PERF 
'perfective', PRON 'pronoun', SUBJ 'subject', TOP 'topic', VOL 'volitionality'. 

I The label NOM here ~feB to Ihe nominal fonn without a case clitic. A widely known 
generaliztion with regard to objects in Hindi is that the canonical case for animate objects is Ace. and the 
canonical case for inanimate objects is NOM. Verbs chat are neuual to the animacy of their objects like tkK' 
'see' can take either ACC or NOM depending on the animacy of their objects. 
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The E1mrgence a/the Unmarked Order in Hindi 471 

2.2 Word Order Freezing in Sentences with Non-volitional Subjects 

Wilh 'unaccusative transitives' or 'non-volitional transitives', rhe experiencer argument is 
marked with dative case, as in (3) and (4).1 While the ergative subject in (1) carries the 
meaning of volitional action, the dative-marked arguments in (3) and (4) are nonagentive 
and non-volitional. Unlike the objects of volitional transitives, the theme arguments in (4) 
and (4) must be nominative even if animate: they cannot be accusative because they do oot 
have the semantic property of being an entity toward which an action or event is directed by 
a volitional inceptor of the action or event (Mohanan 1994). 

(3) Anu-ko caand dik'li. 
AnU-OAT moon-NOM appear-PERF 
'Anu saw the moon.' (Lit 'To Anu the moon appearedlbecame visible') 

(4) Vijay-ko Ravii mil .. 
VijaY-OAT Ravi-NOM find/encounter-PERF 
'Vijay met Ravi unexpectedly.' 

Non-volitional transitives in Hindi exhibit two sets of puzzling behavior that are not 
found in volitional transitives. The first p.IZZle centers around the optionality in linking 
arguments to gnunmatical functions: non-volitional transitives in Hindi allow grammatical 
function alternation of their arguments. That is, either argument of these verbs can be 
mapped to the subject while the other is mapped to the object.4 The second puzzle concerns 
word order freezing found when the theme is the grammatical subject. In a clause with a 
non-volitional experiencer subject and a theme objcct., all word orders except theme
experiencer-verb (OSV) are possible (Mohanan and Mohanan 1994: 175). The examples in 
(5), taken from Mohanan and Mohanan (1994) and Mohanan (1992), sbow that the nOD
volitional experiencer argument Anu is the grammatical subject: the reflexive takes it as its 
antecedent (Sa,c,e);' the pronoun cannot be coreferent with it (Sb,d,f). 

(5) 
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

SUB1: Don-volitional experiencer 
Annu-ko Nilnaa apnii 
Anu-OAT Nina-NOM self-GEN 

bastii-mc 
neighbourhood-LOC 

dik'li. (SOY) 
appear-PERF 

'Anu/ saw Ninal-in se1rsOl'"j neighbourbood.' 
Anuu-ko Niinaa uskli bastii-me dik'li. (SOY) 
Anu-OAT Nina-NOM PRON·GEN neigbbourhood-LOC appear-PERF 
'Anu/saw Ninaj ID bery<t neighbourhood.' 
Niinaa apoii bastii-mc dik"ii Anuu-ko. (OVS) 
Nina-NOM Self-GEN neighbourhood-LOC appear-PERF Ann-DAT 
• Anu/saw Nina] in sclfsV!oj neighbourhood.' 
Niinaa uskii bastii-me dilC'ii Anuu-ko. (OVS) 
Nina-NOM PRON·GEN neighbourhood-LOe appear-PERF Ann-OAT 

l The dative subject construction in Hindi has been studied in delail iD Bahl (1967). Mohanan 
(1994) and Vennaand Mohanan (1990), among others. OAT case on the subject may be induced by any of 
three types of predicates. The nrst is a small set of 'non-volitional ttansiLives' as in (3) and (4). Belonging 
to the second type am noun+verb complex pmiicates. A third source of OAT case on the subject are 
modality meanings such as urge and obligation, derived from complex verbals involving auriliarics 
(Mohanan 1994: 142) . 

• The Mlln!thi counterparts of Hindi non-volitional transitives also show this property; sec Joshi 
and Asudeh (1999). 

l For many Hindi speakers, the reOexive can take as its antecedent a SUbject, grammatical or 
logical. but no other argument (Moh3.Dan 1994a: 122). 
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472 Hanjung Lee 

• Anul saw Ninal in her,.., neighbourhood.' 
Dik"u Anuu-Jeo Niinaa e. 

f. 

appear-PERF Ann-oAT Nina-NOM 
'Anut saw Ninal in selfsi/"j neighbourhood.' 
~ Anuu-ko Niinaa 
appear-PERF Ann-OAT Nina-NOM 
• A~ saw Nin~ in herf"/ neighbourhood.' 

apnll 
self-GEN 

uskii 
PRON-GEN 

bastii-me. (VSO) 
neigbbourhood-LOC 

bastii-me. (VSO) 
neigbbourhood-LOC 

The examples in (6) sbow how the order of the subject and the object becomes frozen in 
SOV when the subject is a theme and the object is a non-volitional experiencer. 

(6) SUBJ: theme 

•• Niinaa Anuu-k9 apnii basw-me dik~i. (SOY) 
Nina-NOM Ann-OAT self-GEN neighbourhood-LOC appear-PERF 

b. 
'Anul saw Nin~ selfsl>1 neighbourhood,' 
Niinaa uo-ko uskii bastii-me dik'ii. (SOY) 
Nina-NOM Ann-OAT PRON-GEN neighbourhood-LOC appear-PERF 

c. 
• Anul saw Nin~ in berV"j ncighbourllood.· 
• Anuu-ko iinaa uskii bastii-me dik'ii. (*OSy) 
AnU-OAT Nina-NoM PRON·GEN neighbourhood-toe appear-PERF 
'Anul saw NinaJin berVOi neighbourhood.' 

The association between the thematic role and the grammatical function in Hindi 
non-volitional transitives is shown in (7), with the pattern of grammatical and 
ungrammatical orderings of the two arguments. We see that all orders except OSV order in 
(31) are possible with the unmarked linking pattern shown in (7a) where the experiencer is 
the subject and the theme is the objccL In other words, the unmarked linking is avoided in 
Hindi non-volitional ttansitives just in case the non-volitional experiencer is focus, which 
appears immediately preverbally, and the theme is topic, in SpecIP. In this situation the 
marked linking is employed instead but only with fIXed SOY word order (as in (hI) in (7)). 

(7) Table 1. Word Order and Linking in Hindi non-volitional transitives 

a!. S OV 
a2. ·0 S V 

a. SUBJ OBI 03. S VO 
I I .4. 0" VS 

< tXp Ih> as. VS 0 
06. VO S 
bl. S O_V 

b. SXI h2. ·0 S V 
b3. ·S VO <aX> b4. ·0 VS 
bS.·V S 0 

11)P FOe h6. ·VO S 

The descriptive generalization that emerges from this pattern is clear: 
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The Emergence of the Unmarked Order in Hindi 473 

(8) Generalization: The marked linking of experiencer to object and theme to subject 
is allowed only when the non-volitional experiencer is focus and the theme is topic. 
In this situation word order is frozen in unmarked order (i.e., SOV).6 

There is e vidence that supports this generalization. Consider the following examples in (9) . 
Suppose that a speaker A asked another speaker B the question in (9) and that the examples 
in (10) are possible answers to it in that they provide the hearer with information as to who 
saw Nina, namely Anu. The whar aboUl N'UUl? phrase, following Vallduvf (1992) and 
others, is used to identify the topic, namely me prominent old information which is the 
center of interest in the current discourse. Since Anu-ko 'to Anu' provides the information 
which answers the question, it is focused. 

(9) 

(10) 
a. 

b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

Aur Ntinaa? Ntinaa kisko dilC'ii? 
and Nina? Nina-NOM WhO-OAT appear-PERF 
'What about Nina? Who saw Nina?' (Lit. 'To whom did Nina appear?') 

[Niinaa]rol' [AnU-kO]FOC dilr'ii. 
Nina-NOM Anu-DAT appear-PERF 
'ANU saw Nioa.' (Lit. 'Nina appeared to ANU. ' ) 
* Anu-ko Niinaa dikbij. 
*Niinaa dilC'ij Anu-ko. 
* Anu-ko di}('ii Niinaa. 
*Dilr'ii Niinaa Anu-ko. 
*Dik"il Anu-ko Ntinaa. 

Among the six sentences in (10), only the sentence in (lOa) is an appropriate answer since 
the topic appears canonically sentence initially. and the focus immediately before the verb. 
In contrast, in the sentences marked as ungrammatical the topic and focus are not in their 
canonical position, and as a result they are ungrammatical in the context of (9) as expected 
given the requirement that topic is clause initial and focus is inunediarely before the verb.1 

Now, suppose that the sentences in (lIb) are uttered by the speaker B as a response 
to the speaker A's question in (lla), followed by the utterences in (10), 

(11) 
a. Kahan? 

'Where?' 
b. (i) Apoii bastii-me. 

self-oEN neighbourhood-LOC 
'in selfs neighbourhood.' (Nina (theme) = apnii, Anu (experiencer) * apnii) 

(il) Uskii bastii-me . 
PRON-GEN neighbourbood-LOC 
' in her neighbourhood. ' (Nina (theme) * uskii. Anu (experiencer) = uskii) 

As (lIb) shows, for the speakers of Hindi that I have consulted, Nina is the only eligible 
antecedent of the reflexive apnii within the context of (9) and (lib); it is also the only 
element in the clause that cannot be coreferent with the pronoun uskii. We must therefore 
conclude that the theme argument Niinaa. not the experiencer Anu. is the grammatical 

'Thanks to Peter Se lls for aid in developing this idea. 
1 The senlences in (10e) and ( lOd) arc felicilous only in the conleXI in which the preverbaJ NP is 

topicaJized wi1.h me verb as an informalion uniL 
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474 Hanjung Lee 

subject when the former is topic and the latter is focus. In short, the facts on word order 
and coreference in (9).(11) confirm the generalization stated in (8) that once linking 
arguments to grammatical functions is marked. cheir order cannot be marked as well. 

In short. the word order freezing phenomena in Hindi examined in this section 
strongly suggest that there is another important dimension that constrains word order 
independently of discourse prominence, namely the relative markedness of subjects and 
objects,' A central problem then is how to formally relate the relative markedness of 
subjects and objects along multiple dimensions to word order. In section 4 1 will show that 
a nonderivational analysis of syntactic markedness like the one offered by or captures the 
markedness generalization about the freezing effects in Hindi in a way that acknowledges 
the universal basis of these effects and at the same time accounts for the language-particular 
ways in which these effects ~ realized. 

3. Deriviog F ree Word Order in OT.LFG 

or as a general theory of constraint interaction has been applied to a number of areas of 
linguistic research since its extraordinary success in the domain of phonology. For the 
domain of syntax, 8 growing body of work shows that many oftbe motivations for the or 
approach (0 phonology are paralleled in syntax. Throughout this paper, I assume the formal 
framework of J..exjcaJ-FuoctiooaJ Grammar (LFG) recast within the or framework (OT
LFG) (Bresoan 1998; Cboi 1999; Kubo 1999; Sells 1999. forthcoming). 

In or a grammar is a function mapping each linguistic input to its correct structural 
description or output Within ar·LFG framework inJ.>UlS are taken to be a (possibly 
underspecified) feature structure representing (i) a predicator, (n) the proto-role properties 
of its argument(s), Proto-Agent (P-A) and Proto-Patient (P-P) (Dowty 1991), represented 
with features [VOL(itiooality)J. [CAUS(ality)J. etc (Asuden 1999). and (iii) other 
morpbosyntactic and semantic information (e.g., TENSE and ASPECT) in a language 
independent form (Bresnan 1998). The universal input is modeUed by sets of f(unctional}
suuctures. Following Choi (1999), I further assume that the input also contains a 
description of the infonnational status of the verb arguments represented with the two 
features [PROM] and (NEWJ. An example (that bas Anu-ne caand de1l'aa • Anu saw the 
moon' (=(1a» in Hindi as its optimal realization) is (12). 

(12) OFI 

[ 
PREll 

t
u

] 

(P-A=topic. P-P=discourse neutral) 
PROM 
NEW 
vut. + • 

OF> [ PREll 'mooo']y 
ASP PERF 
PREll 'see (P-A .. P-P,)' 

Given an underspecified input f-structure. a set of output candidaleS are generated 
by the generator GEN. Here I assume that candidate sets consist of pairs of a C(oDstituent)
structure and its corresponding f-structure, which is subsumed by the input f-structure 
(Bresnan 1998; Kuhn 1999). Candidates are evaluated against the input with respect to a 

• A different type of word order freezing is found in sentences with ambiguous case marking (e.g. 
double nominative constnJctions and sentences with multiple nominal! marked with the same case ending). 
See Lee (l999a,b) for an analysis of freezing effects involving morpbological ambiguity, based on 
bidirectional optimization in OT (Smolensky 1996, 1998). 
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Tht! Emergt!nce of the UnmarkLd Order in Hindi 475 

set of ranked constraints, and all constraints are universal and violable. Consequently, 
languages cannot differ in their constraint inventories; they differ only in the relative 
ranking of the constraints. 

Clause structure and word order are constrained by potentially conflicting 
constraints in several parallel structures of grammar. To derive the canonical word order 
and deviations from this order in Hindi, I adopt the constraints proposed in previous works 
based on OT-LFO, in particular by Cboi (1999) and Sells (1999. forthcoming). Those that 
are particularly relevant for the present purposes are given below. The interaction of two 
alignment constraints in (13) gives basic subtypes of clausal phrase structure without 
problematic recotme to complementary Left and Right alignment constraints (see Sells 
(1999, forthcoming) for details). For example, ranking Spine~R over HD~L will give right
branching languages. Head~finallanguages like Hindi, Japanese and Korean, which lack 
the structural functional heads of C and I, instantiate fully right-branching, with a single co
head at the bottom (Sells 1999). 

(13) 
a. 
b. 

Constraints on Clausal Skeleton (Sells 1999. forthcoming): 
Spine-R: co-head aligns right in its local subtree.' 
H(EA)D-L: x<' co-head aligns left in its local subtree. 

The ordering of a verb's arguments in Hindi results from the interacting competing sets of 
constraints on word order: constraints on canonical ordering based on the hieran:hies of 
grammatical functions and thematic roles (14); and information structuring constraints (15) 
distinguishing the contextual dimensions of discourse prominence and novelty, each 
marked by a binary feature. Here information structuring constraints proposed by Choi 
(1999) (i.e. PROM and NEW) are reinterpreted as f-structure alignment constraints a I. Sells 
(1999. fortbcoming). 

(14) Canonical Phrase Structure Constraints CANON (Cboi 1999): 
a, CANONGF (f~slc~s correspondence): Grammatical functions align with their 

canonical argument positions in c~structure according to the function hierarchy. 
(SUBJ> D.OBJ > I.OBI > OBL > ADJUNct (Bresnan 1994; Bresnan forthcoming)} 

b. CANONs (a~s/c~s correspondence): Non-verbal arguments at c-s align according to 
the thematic hierarcbcy. 
(Agent> Beneficiary> ExperiencedGoal > Instrument> Patientlfbeme > Locative 
(Bresnan and Kanerva 1989; Bresnan and Zaenen 1990; Bresnan fonhcoming» 

(15) Information Structuring Constraints: 
a. Top [PROM+, NEW-]~LFf: Topic aligns left in the clause. 
b. Foc [PROM+, NEW+]~LFr: Focus aligns left in the clause. 
c. BACKGROUND [PROM-, NEW-]~RT: Background information aligns right in 

the clause. 

The discourse motivation for locating [+PROM] at one end of the clause and [-PROM] at the 
other is transparent. For Hindi. the dominance ranking is as (16). With this ranking, a topic 
will aJways be more to the left than a focus in the same clause; and a background will 
always be more to the right than spine elements in the same clause. 

9 The 'co-head' of the clause is any node which is part of the EXlended projection (Grimshaw 1991, 
1997), including y, y', yp, I, I', IP. C, and C'. See Bresnan (1998, fonhcoming) and Sells (1999, 
fonhcoming). 
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476 Hanjung Lee 

(16) {BCK-RT, TOP-LFr} :it Foc-LFf It CANON,» CANONGF It Spine-R » Ho-L 

Crucially. the ranking for Hindi in (16) can predict that when the arguments do not differ in 
informational status, the canonical constraints will take effect. leading to SOY order; when 
there are differences. the canonical SOY order will bowever violate information structuring 
constraints. such that competitors with a noncanonical ordering can win out. In a discourse 
context in which the experiencer Anu is topic (i.e .• prominent given information) and the 
theme caand 'mooo' is focus (Le., prominent new information), the input is as (12). This 
results in the optimal output (17a) (=(la», going through the constraint competition in ~17) 
(violations of ordering constraints are computed by counting constituents from the left 0 ). 

The candidates are schematically represented. and CANONGF is omitted here. since it has the 
same effect as CANON, in this case. 

(17) Tableau 1. Volitional Transitives in Hindi" 

CANDIDATES: BCK.R I Top.L FocL CANON Spine-R HD-L 
:>a. S , 0 1 . [, s ,V]] 0 , 0 2 0 1 0 

c. 

~ 
, 1 0 

2 0 1 lr 
•• , 1 2 

1 1 0 

As Doted previously, the varied word orders in Hindi are optional from a purdy 
syntactic point of view: non-canonical orderings are more restricted through context, and 
can be used only to mark a special information structure. In the present framework this can 
be captured by considering the role of the input (Cboi 1999). For example. the candidate 
(l7e) with OSV order corresponds more faithfully to (ISa); the candidate (17d) with ovs 
order, to (18b). In other words. according to this ana1ysis OSV becomes optimal for 
expressing the topical status of the object and the newness of the subject under the same 
ranking that yields (173) as the optimal Olltput; OVS is optimal for expressing the nOD
salient status of the subject as background information. 

10 SOY $entellCe3 such as (la) can have three structures in RiDdi. The fltSt, and dominant. rWing 
is ODC in which the subject is topic and the object is discourse oculnl. In this case the subject must swear 
in SpeclP and the object in S, as in (I7a). The second reading is one in which both the subject and the 
object arc discowse ncuttal, and hence both ~ simply generated in S. The third reading is one in which the 
object is focus and hence is in SpecVP. The tableau in (17) considers only c:andidatts in which the subject 
and the Object are both an argument function and a discourse function (e.g. TOP and RlC). 

Ll Violations of HO-L are counted within VP. As argued coDvincingly in Sharma (1999). no 
arguments appear within VP in Hindi. whether in specifier or complement position. and all arguments re 
genemted directly under S. In other words, a VP does not contain the verb 8JId its complements. Instead, the 
only VP-intemal elements are those which are prevcrbally focused. 

8
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The Emergence of the Unmarked Order in Hindi 477 

(18) a. Input yielding OSV as the optimal output b. Input yielding OVS as the optimal output 

GFI [ PRED 'An.'] GFI [ PRED 'An.'] 
PROM- PROM-
NEW+ • NEW- • 

GF> [ PRED 'moon' 1 GF> [ 
PRED 'moon' 1 

PROM + PROM + 
NEW- NEW-

ASP PERF ASP PERF 
PRED 'see (P-A .. P-P,)' PRED 'see (P-A .. P-P,), 

(P-A=focus, P-P=topic) (P-A=background., P-P=topic) 

To summarize, the varied word orders in Hindi and their related interpretations find 
a natural analysis in the OT-LFG framework combining the ideas of imperfect 
correspondence and violable constraints. The next step is to explain why orderings in Hindi 
sentences with more marked typeS of subjects {i.e" non-volitional subject} are more 
restricted, and word order is even frozen in SOY order in the most marked situation (see 
(S) in 2,2), 

4. Markedness and The Emergence of the Unmarked Word Order 

In this section I demonstrate that the 'worst of the worst' type of the freezing effects in 
Hindi outlined in 2.2, follows narurally from the general model of harmonic alignment 
proposed in (Prince and Smolensky 1993) and adopted in Aissen (1997, 1999), an 
important source of constraints in OT. The formal definition of harmonic alignment is given 
in (19) (Prince and Smolensky 1993: 136), 

(19) Suppose a binary dimension DI with a scale X > Yon its element (X. YJ, and 
another dimension D.1 with a scale a > b > ... > z on its elements. The harmonic 
alignment of D\ and D2 is the pair of Harmony scales: 

Hx: Xfa> X/b > ... > XJz 
Hy: Y/Z> ... >YIb>Y/a 

The constraint alignment is the pair of constraint hierarchies: 

Cr *XJz ~ ... » *X/b » "'Xla 
Cl': *Y/a» ·Y/b » ... » *Y/z 

Harmonic alignment was introduced originally to express the relation between syllable 
position and sonority: the more prominent position (the nucleus) attracts segments which 
are more sonorous, while less prominent positions (the margins) attract less sonorous 
segments. This paper extends an idea first proposed in Aissen (1997) and developed 
further in Artstein (1998) and Aissen (1999). that harmonic alignment plays a central role in 
the domain of morpbosyntax to express the relative markedness of different associations of 
morphosyntactic prominence hierarchies. Our concern here is the relative markedness 
which characterizes the associations of grammatical function (OF) with the dimensions such 
as semantic role and topicality. The basic idea is that subject function plays a role in the 
clause analogous to that played by the peak: in syllable structure: it is the most prominent 
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grammatica1 function and thereby attracts elements which are relatively prominent on other 
dimensions such as semantic role and topicality. 

Now, we can apply the definition above to the three prominence scales in (20) - the 
GF scale, the sematie role scale and the discourse infonnation scale. I will adopt the scale 
Subject> Nonsubject (Aissen 1999) in (20a) and the scale Proto-Agent> Proto-Patient (P~ 
A> P-P) in (20b). where ''>'' means "more prominent than", For present purposes, I use 
the last two elements of the decomposed prominence scale P-A..." > P-A....,s > p.p (Asudeh 
1999). In the predicates I discuss here, the experiencer argument corresponds to a nOD
volitional Proto-Agent (P-A--J. and the theme argument to a Proto-Patient (Dowty 1991). 
Furthermore. I use the additional scale of discourse information in (2Oc) to capture the 
effects of the relative newness (topicality) of the arguments on wor~ order in Hindi. It bas 
long been noted that both discourse'prominenceJimportance' and 'newness' are salient 
properties of topic. These two dimeosions related to topicality need to be distinguished, but 
for present purposes, it suffices to distinguish topic from non-topic by their relative 
newness in discourse. 

(20) Universal Scales 
a. GF: 
b. Semantic Role: 
c. Topicality: 

SUBJ > Non-SUBJ 
p-A. ..... , > p-p 
[-NEw] > [+NEW] 

If the scales in (20) are hannonically aligned, we obtain the pairs of combined hannony 
scales in (21): 

(21) Harmony Scales derived through Harmonic Alignment 
a. HI: SUBJIP-A_ ... , > SUBJ/P-P 
b. Hz: NOn-SUBJ/P-P > Non-SUBJIP-A_ooI 
c. H,: SUBJ/[-NEW] > SUBJ![+NEW] 
d. H,: Non-SUB1![+NEW] > Non-SUB11[-NEW] 

The first two harmony scales concern the association between grammatical function and 
semantic role, and assert that the unmarked situation is for subject to be. Proto-Agent, and 
for object to be Proto-Patient (The connective ">" is read as "more harmonic than".). The 
last two hannony scales involve the alignment of the grammatical function hierarchy and 
the topicality bierarchy. The basic insight is that the unmarked situation is for subject to be 
old information, and for non-subject to be new information. The corresponding constraint 
alignment are the pairs of strucru.ral markedness constraint hierarchies in (22): 

(22) Constraint Subhierarchies 
a. Cr: *SUBJ/P-P» *SUBJIP-A-wIJ 
b. ~: *-SUBJ/P-A....,,» *-SUBJ/P-P 
c. <;: ·SUBJI[+NEW]» ·SUBJ/[--NEW] 
d. C .. : *-SUBJ/{-NEW] » *-SUBJ/[+NEW]11 

Each subhierarcby in (22) expresses the universal markedness relation (e.g., a dause with 
a Proto-Patient subject will lose out to a clause with a Proto-Agent subject). The important 
property of the constraint hierarchies in (22) is that while the ranking of constraints within a 
subhierarchy is fued (e.g., .SUBJ/P-P always outranks *SUBJIP-A_II<>J)' they must be 
ranked with respect to other constraints. 

However, showing that a Proto-Patient sUbject and a non-topical SUbject are more 
marked than a Proto-Agent subject and a topical subject is not enough. because they are still 
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allowed in Hindi In order to capture the idea that if the subject is both a Proto-Patient and 
non-topical (hence occurring in a non-initial position at phrase structure), it is the worst of 
the worst, we can use the mechanism of local conjunction (Smolensky 1995: 4). 

(23) The Local Conjunction ofC. and C. in domain D, C. & c" is violated when there 
is some domain of type D in which both C. and C; are violated. Universally, C. & 
C1 ~ C., C1 . 

To derive the pattern of universal markedness reflected in freezing effects in Hindi, 
let us consider cory unction of the two subhierarchies C. and C) in (22). This results in two 
new constraint subbierarchies in (24). The high-ranked constraint in (24a) expresses the 
basic idea that if subject is a highly marked Proto-Patient argument. it should not be 
associated with marked types of non-topical discourse functions. This most marked 
configuration excluded by this constraint obtains in a sentence like (6c), repeated here as 
(25), where the subject 'Nina' is a Proto-Patient (e.g., theme) and a focus. and is indeed 
the case of the worst of the worst that is not tolerated in Hindi. 

(24) Constraint Conjunction 
a . Conjoining *SUBJ/P-P with ~: 

Cs: *SUBJIP-P&*SUBJJ[+NEW] » *SUBl/P-P&*SUBJJ[-NEW] 
b . Conjoining *SUBJ/P-A-.oI with C3: 

C6: *SUBI/P-A~*SUBJII+NEW]» *SUBJ/P-A_..ft.*SUB]/[-NEW] 

(25) *Annu-ko Niinaa uskii bastii-me dil2'ii.(*O ... pllopSllJ(oc V) 
Ann-OAT Nina-NOM PRON-GENneighbourhood-LOC appear-PERF 
'An~ saw Nmaj in herifOj neighbourhood.' 

Recall from 2.2 that the theme-experiencer-V order is not possible even if the subject is 
canonically associated with a non-volitional Proto-Agent and the object with a Proto
Patient Here the situation is one in which the unmarked linking of arguments to 
grammatical functions is employed, but the association between granunatical function and 
discourse function is marked. This situation, exemplified in (26), is excluded by the 
higher-ranked constraint in (24b), which expresses the intuition that the subject cannot be 
both a non-volitional Proto-Agent and new information (i.e., focus). 

(26) *Niina Annu-ko uskii bastii-me diJClii,(*0IMopS ... plfoc V) 
Nina-NOM Anu-OAT PRON-GEN neighbourhood-wc appear-PERF 
'Anu. saw Ninaj in herj/"i neighbourhood.' 

Applying the same scheme to the conjunction of the subbierachy C. from (22) with 
the higher-ranked constraint *-SUBJIP-A_W/J from C2, we get the following new 
snbhierarchy in (27), which concerns the markedness of non-subject: 

(27) Conjoining *-SUBJIP-A_ ... , with C.: 
~: *-SUBJIP-A_~*-SUBIII-NEW]» *-SUBJ/P-A_"",&*-SUBJJ[+NEW] 

The higber-ranked constraint expresses the basic idea that the most marked situation obtains 
when the object is associated both with a marked semantic role (i.e., Proto-Agent) and with 
a marked discourse function (Le .• topic or background). The effect of this is thal marked 
types of objects must occur in wunarked position, namely in immediately preverbal 
position, a position which licenses focus in Hindi. 
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The ranking that emerges for Hindi is given in (28). 

(28) Ranking for Hindi: 
Conjoined markedness constraints: 
{*SUBJIP-P&*SUBJ/[+NEWj, *-SUBJIP-A...,&*-sUBJ/[-NEwll » 
*SUBJIP~A_lIOI &"'SUBJ/[+NEW] » 
Linking constraints: {*SUBIIP-P, "'-SUBJIP-A-xJ» Information structuring 
constraints» Canonical phrase structure constraints » 

Crucially. the higher ranking of the three conjoined constraints on markedness of argument 
types over the information structuring constraints (e.g., Top-L and FOC-L) bas the effect 
of restricting the word order freedom motivared by the discourse prominence and newness 
of arguments (see section 3): marked argument types (e.g., Proto-Patient subject and 000-

volitional Proto-Agent object) must occur in unmarked position in the clause. 

Now, let's assume a discourse context in which the Proto-Agent is topic and the 
Proto-Patient is focus. This particular conteXt renders an input like (29). !bis input then 
results in the optimal output (a1), going through the constraint competition in (30), In the 
tableau, candidates are again schematically represented, and faithfulness constraints and 
component constraints of the high-ranked conjoined constraints are omitted. Candidates 
(al) to (a6) are associated with the same f-structure, where the Proto-Agent argument 
'Anu' is canonically mapped to the subject, and the Proto-Patient 'Nina' to the objcct. 
Similarly, candidates (hI) to (h6) are paired with the same f-structure with the opposite 
linking. Also, candidates labeled the same number have the c-structure string. For example, 
both candidate (a 1) and (hI) share the same string Anuu-ko Niinaa diit!'ii. 

(29) Input: OFt [ PlIED :AnU'] (P-A=topic. P-P=focus) 
PROM 
NEW - , 

OFl [ 
PlIED ;';,.'] PROM 
NEW + y 

AS!' PERF 
PlIED 'appear (P-A,.p-p,r 

(30) Tableau 2: Linking and word order in Hindi non-volitional transitives 

CANDIDA1ES: ·SUBJ· ··SUBJ· ·SUBJ. TOp·L FOe-L CANONGF Spine. HJ>L 
P,PIl'+NEW] P·A ..Jf-NEWl P·A. .. oIf+NEWl R 

=>a. O,.,V 0 0 
* 0 

03. "., 2 I 
.4. VS 2 0 * 1 0 
05. V .. • I 2 2 
a6. VOp.pS .. 2 I • 2 0 

• 
b2. 8, . .0 •. V I 0 0 1 
b3'O., V8., *! 0 2 * I 0 
b4.*S. V *! 2 0 I 0 
b5.*V . S. *! I 2 * 2 0 
b6.*VS _pO" *! 2 I 2 0 
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Due to the two high ranking constraints that penalize highly marked types of arguments, 
candidates (bI), (b3). (b4), (bS) and (b6) are ruled out immediately: (hI) has a focal Proto
Patient subject, violating *SUBIIP-P&*SUBJ/[+NEWJ. and (b3), (b4), (bS) and (b6) have 
Proto-Agent ohjects which represent [-NEw] information (e.g., topic or background). 
Candidate (a2) does have a Proto-Agent subject and Proto-Patient object, thus not violating 
the two high-ranked conjoined constraints, but it is eliminated by *SUBIIP-A......., 
&*SUBI/[+NEW], since it has a non-volitional Proto-Agent subject which is focal. Among 
(a1), (a3), (a4), (as), (a6) and (b2), (a1) is the best; it satisfies more higher-ranking 
constraints than any other candidates. Thus, the constraint ranking in (30) correctly predicts 
that when the non-volitional Proto-Agent is topical and Proto-Patient is focal, the optimal 
output is ODe that realizes the non-volitional Proto-Agent as clause-initial subject and Proto
Patient as object, in the focus position. 

In a discourse context in which the non-volitional Proto-Agent is focal and Proto
Patient is topical. the input is as (31 ). In this context, however, non-canonical linking 
becomes optimal under the same ranking, as illustrated in (32). 

(31) Input: OF! [ FRED :AnU' ] (P-A=focus. P-P=topic) 
PROM 
NEW + , 

an [ PRE[) ~~nal ] 
PROM 
NEW - , 

ASP PERF 
FRED ·appear (P-A • .P.P ," 

(32) Tableau 3: Non-canonical linking becomes optimal under the same ranking 

CANDIDATES; ·SUBJ· --SUBJ· · SUBJ. 1"OI'·L FOe-L CAHONe, Spine- HD-L 
P-PII+NEWI P-A _Jl-NEWl P·A _JF+NEW R 

a!. S, a,v 1 a 0 
a2.' ,v ! 0 1 • 0 
03. S VO 2 0 1 
a4. D . VS,., 0 2 • 1 
as. v ,-AD .... 2 1 2 
a . • 
bl."'O . S V '! ., 1 • 0 

~b2.S a v 0 1 0 
b3.*O . VS . '! 2 0 • 1 
b4.*S VO . '! 0 2 1 
b5."'VQr" S '1 2 1 • 2 

."'VS. O . '! 1 2 2 

Thus, the constraint ranking proposed here accounts for the fact that in a clause with a P-P 
subject and a non-volitional P-A object word order is fIXed as SOY for expressing the 
content in (31). capturing the basic generalization that highly marked argument types occur 
only in unmarked position. 

In sum, I have argued that harmonic alignment in or can fruitfully be applied in 
word order freezing found in Hindi: the 'worst of the worst' generalization follows 
natwally from the general model of harmonic alignment I have also shown that local 

1 
1 
1 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
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conjunction of markedness constraints is highly appropriate to dealing with the relative 
maxkedness of argument types and its interaction with word order. 

S. Conclusion 

This l'ar;r has presented an QT·LFG account of ' the emergence of the unmarked order' in 
Hindl.1 Marked associations of morpbosyntactic hierarchies, which provide an important 
source of the 'worst of the worst' type of freezing. have been formally modelled as 
hannorUc aligrunent and constraint conjunction: the most marked associations of 
grammatical function with other prominence hierarchies rue expressed in the unmarked 
word order. Yet this generalization is not captured within most current formal syntactic 
frameworks. because they give no theoretical role to markedness, as opposed to purely 
structural syntactic aspects of grammar (e.g. transformational derivations). Fwthermore. 
word order freezing effects in Hindi examined here show that concepts that have been 
successfully modelled in phonology----markedness hierarchies, barmonic alignment, 
etc.-aJso playa key role in the syntactic domain of constituent order. 
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